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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
The ThreatQuotient Professional Services team delivers
end-to-end services to transform the capabilities of
enterprise security operations. These services empower
enterprises to seamlessly deploy ThreatQ into their
ecosystem, bolster their teams’ effectiveness through
hands-on training, and continuously strengthen the use
of threat intelligence in their security operations. The
Professional Services team integrates ThreatQ with each
enterprise’s unique ecosystem of pre-existing technologies
in order to extend the architecture of security operations.
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Overview
ThreatQ provides professional services for our clients at all levels of security operations and threat
intelligence maturity. We leverage industry-leading practices and expertise from our personnel
with over 50 years of combined commercial and government threat intelligence and operational
cybersecurity experience.
Our services provide the core capabilities to assess, design, and build your threat-centric security
operations function. The Professional Services team identifies the people, processes, and
technologies necessary to effectively integrate intelligence into security operations and cyber risk
management programs. These services enable the enterprise to transition from traditional signaturebased monitoring, detection, and response to an external threat-focused operations program.

The solutions provided by the ThreatQ Professional Services team can be
tailored to meet the demands of your organization’s security operations.
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ThreatQuotient’s professional services empower enterprises to seamlessly deploy the ThreatQ
platform into their ecosystem, bolster their teams’ effectiveness through hands-on training, and
continuously strengthen the use of threat intelligence in their security operations.
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IMPLEMENTATION & TRAINING
Platform Installation & Configuration

Integrations Training

ThreatQuotient provides installation and
configuration services to assist a customer
in getting their ThreatQ platform up and
running in their environment. ThreatQuotient
personnel will assist with the installation,
configuration, and management of the
platform and needed integrations to make
the platform operational.

The ThreatQ platform provides free access
to an API and SDK for organizations to create
an unlimited number of their own custom
connectors between the Threat Intelligence
Platform and third-party systems and feeds.
ThreatQ provides many out-of-the-box
integrations with security infrastructure and
intelligence feeds. Additionally, ThreatQuotient
will train an organization’s team to create
custom connectors for specific threat intel
resources.

Intelligence Operations and
Platform Training
Intelligence Operations and Platform training
consists of intelligence lifecycle basics, threat
fusion analysis for security operations, and
hands-on walkthroughs of the ThreatQ
platform design and use.

INTEGRATIONS
Custom Integration Development
and Workflow Services
ThreatQ provides development services
to create custom connectors on behalf of
clients between the ThreatQ platform and
other security tools and systems used in
the client environment. The development

services focus on integration with the ThreatQ
API, utilizing the ThreatQ SDK. Additional
development can also be performed to create
automated workflows within the platform,
setting attributes against data sets/feeds,
auto-enriching specific indicator sets, or
providing specific deployment actions against
intelligence.
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CONSULTING
ThreatQuotient provides consulting solutions to optimize the ability of security operations to apply threat
intelligence to protect the business and to build team collaboration through effective implementation of the
ThreatQ Threat Intelligence Platform. These services educate a new cyber intelligence team, refocus a team on
specific classes of threats, and operationalize an intelligence practice. In addition, ThreatQuotient can support
security executives to leverage the application of global threat intelligence to communicate effectively with their
business leadership.

Intelligence Operations & Management
Consulting
ThreatQuotient will assist in creating and improving the
threat intelligence program for your organization with
consulting services that include program assessment
and training, process and roadmap development, and
defining deliverables to key stakeholders.

support) or scenario-based (e.g., spearphishing
investigations). While onsite, the TQ team will
work with the client to assess and determine the
people, processes, and technology available within
the organization in order to provide specific use
case processes and deliverables for the security
operations team

Security Operations Assessment

Security Operations Programs Development

The ThreatQuotient Professional Services team
will come onsite to perform basic intelligence
program training (go over common strategic goals,
best practices, etc.) as well as conduct interviews
and discussions with various security teams for a
stakeholder analysis.

ThreatQuotient will develop a strategic plan for
creation or improvement to the use of threat
intelligence throughout your organization. As part
of the strategic plan, TQ will perform an onsite
assessment of the current threat intelligence maturity
and state of security operations with intelligence
integration. The TQ team will develop 4 use cases
(as outlined in the “Intelligence Program Process
Development” offering), provide a detailed Stakeholder
Analysis to define the content, format, and frequency
of deliverables to internal security operations
stakeholders and key external business stakeholders,
and a program maturity assessment outlining current
state and roadmap for growth.

Security Operations Process Development
ThreatQuotient will develop a program process
document for the threat intelligence team to execute
against two (2) specific use cases. These use cases
will be defined during a kickoff call and can either
be stakeholder-oriented (e.g., Threat Hunting team

For more information regarding ThreatQuotient’s professional services,
contact sales@threatquotient.com

ThreatQuotient’s mission is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of security operations through a threat-centric platform. By
integrating an organization’s existing processes and technologies into a single security architecture, ThreatQuotient accelerates and
simplifies investigations and collaboration within and across teams and tools. Through automation, prioritization and visualization,
ThreatQuotient’s solutions reduce noise and highlight top priority threats to provide greater focus and decision support for limited
resources. ThreatQuotient is headquartered in Northern Virginia with international operations based out of Europe, APAC and MENA.
For more information, visit www.threatquotient.com.
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